
The smart, unified communications platform created especially for a Bank’s headquarters and branch locations to
communicate easily and securely. With BankIQ you get the security, scalability, and predictable operating cost of
the Cloud, combined with the redundancy, advanced routing features, and disaster prevention of BankIQ’s
proprietary Smart Edge Controller.

BankIQ Features
Security: Calls are encrypted at
origination. 
Easy extension dialing between branch,
offices and headquarters, regardless of
geographical location
Ring All: Calls to the employees DID or
extension can be configured to “simul-
ring” their cellphone or other
extensions, resulting in zero missed
calls, and a superior customer
experience
One Number Feature:  Same number for
voice, mobile & fax
Keep your DID: Staff can move from one
location to another, taking their DID
with them. No need to request a change
from IT
Remotely managed moves, adds, and
changes.  Add a new branch in minutes,
not days
Private Conference Bridge: Each user
has their own conference bridge
Predictable and scalable operating
expenditure

Local Network Survivability: If ISP failure occurs, BankIQ ensures
continued use of phones, access to applications and stored media
Single or Multiple locations managed as one system, from
anywhere
Unlimited local and long-distance calling in crystal clear HD voice
Dedicated sipIQ support: Remotely managed moves, adds, and
changes…No additional IT staff needed. Ever
Easy to deploy, configure, and scale as the branches grow; pay for
only what you need

Introducing BankIQTM
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CLOUD VS. PREMISE BASED SOLUTIONSMARTER CLOUD TELEPHONY
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Virtual Integrated Cloud Controlled Intelligence (V.I.C.C.I) brings the Cloud to the Client Edge
VICCI + Smart Edge Controller + IQcloud = Hardware, Site & Application Redundancy
During an ISP failure solution still fully operational
No single point of failure
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